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also degenerate into a most pernicious luxuriance,    But.
these bounds are never those artificial limitations sot by
the intellect or by reasonable feeling; they arc boundaries
governed by necessity and incontestable reality,
The tasks of every age differ, and it is only in retrospect
that we can discern with certainty what had to be and
what should not have been, In the momentary present
the conflict of convictions always predominate*^ for u war
is the father of all". History alone decides* Truth is not
eternal—it is a programme. The more "eternal " a truth,
the more is it lifeless and worthless; it tells us nothing
more, because it is self-evident.
How phantasy is assessed by psychology, so bug aB
this remains merely a science, is beautifully exemplified
in the well-known views of Freud and of Adlcr. The
Freudian interpretation reduces it to causal, primitive,
instinctive processes, Adler's conception reduces it to
the final, elementary aims of the self. The former w an
instinctive psychology, the latter an ego-psychology.
Instinct is an impersonal biological phenomenon. A
psychology which is founded upon instinct must by its
nature neglect the ego, since the ego owes its existence* to
the principium individuationis, z>. to individual differ-
entiation whose sporadic and individual character at
once removes it from the category of general biological
phenomena. Although general biological instinct-forces
make the moulding of personality possible, individuality
is nevertheless essentially different from general instincts ;
indeed, it stands in the most direct opposition to them*
just as the individual is as a personality always distinct
from the collective. Its essence consists precisely in this
distinction, What every ego-psychology must therefore
exclude and ignore is just the collective element that is
essential to instinct-psychology, for it is describing that
very ego-process which',is differentiated from collective

